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Abstract
Handling power in a megawatt regime is a common, yet challenging task. Projects like offshore wind farms, remote solar arrays or the German Energiewende require robust, reliable
and efficient power electronics. Considering off-the shelf components, this is difficult to
implement. Though standardized components to handle this power level are available,
protection and control methods need to be implemented according to the application’s
requirements. A holistic approach combining power electronic components, measurement
equipment, sophisticated microcontrollers and protection methods especially focusing on a
junction temperature determination is desired, not eliminating the degree of freedom to adapt
the system to individual requirements. The present paper deals with the subject of designing
a flexible, modular, self-protecting power stage to support this approach and demonstrates
how these goals are achieved in the MIPAQ™ Pro intelligent power module.

1.

Introduction

When increasing power from the kW to the MW regime, the challenge is to create modular
power units which enable simple design-in into the customer’s application, insight into the
actual operating conditions and protection. For this task, a feature set for an intelligent power
module (IPM) was defined and realized in the MIPAQ™ Pro.
In a nutshell, the MIPAQ™ Pro is Infineon’s answer to high-power IPM requirements. It
provides a portfolio of half-bridges with a number of current ratings in a uniform package
concept, state-of-the-art power density and an outstanding feature set. The latter is
described in this article.

2.

Modularity and Scalability

Flexibility requires simplified handling and mounting of the power stage, demanding
something small and lightweight. One-man-mountable units as building blocks for the MW
customer application are preferred. Furthermore, it must be possible to scale up the power
levels by parallelization with minimized electrical interconnection efforts for the customer.
Fig. 1 depicts the MIPAQ™ Pro for a 2400A nominal chip current with liquid cooling system.
The dimensions of this high-power IPM are 350x215x120 mm³ (l, w, h) and the weight is less
than 10kg making manual handling and mounting a simple task for one person.
The base circuit is a half-bridge allowing a large number of configurations in the customer’s
application like boost/buck converter, classical H-bridges or sixpack 2-level and break
chopper configurations. All logic and control ports are directed to the front side only which
allows simple connecting, even when already mounted in the customer’s application.
Since the plugs are horizontally oriented and within the MIPAQ™ Pro’s frame, no additional
space needs to be reserved for the plugs and their handling, allowing a low overall
construction height in the customer’s application.
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The inte
ernal design
n as well as
s clearance
e and creep
page distanc
ces allows tto derive a portfolio
of 1200
0/1800/2400
0A nominall chip curre
ent in half--bridge configuration, 1200V and
d 1700V
IGBTs a
and liquid and
a air cooling system
ms. The package is des
signed for aan AC RMS
S current
of 1000
0/1500/2000
0A, respectiively. This llarge range
e of variants
s enables thhe custome
er to use
the sam
me mechanical and elec
ctrical conccept to cover a variety of
o power levvels.
Furtherm
more, as much
m
as 4 MIPAQ™
M
P
Pro can be easily para
alleled in thhe applicattion. For
this purrpose, the MIPAQ™
M
Pro
P providess a master//slave mode
e of operattion. Thus, the final
applicattion no long
ger needs an addition
nal paralleling board: it is sufficiient to connect the
master MIPAQ™ Pro and le
eave the p
paralleling ittself as we
ell as the cconsolidatio
on of all
feedbacck to the MIPAQ™ Pro
o in the masster position
n.
In orde
er to suppo
ort a simple
e design-in , the MIPA
AQ™ Pro package
p
cooncept inclu
udes an
optional adapter bo
ox which alllows transla
ating the ele
ectrical custtomer interfface to optic
cal or for
generatting electric
cal compatib
bility with e
existing custtomer appliications. Thhe adapter box can
be integ
grated in an
nd fixed to the MIPAQ
Q™ Pro fram
me conceptt without coonsuming additional
space a
as demonstrrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. M
MIPAQ™ Pro as liquid coo
oling version
n with an ada
aptor box mounted providding an optical
interface
e

3.

Reliabilitty

As indu
ustrial applic
cations are capital go ods, availa
ability, reliab
bility and liffetime are of major
importance. In ord
der to addrress these topics, we
ell-proven te
echnologiess are used
d on the
power sside.
As chip technology
y, IGBT4 is employed. The therma
al interface to the coldd plate is tak
ken care
of by In
nfineon Tec
chnologies’ Thermal In
nterface Ma
aterial (TIM) [1]. This helps to ac
chieve a
long life
etime of the
e power sec
ction and p revents a degradation
d
of the therrmal interfa
ace layer
and sub
bsequent thermal run-a
away and de
eath of the silicon chips.
The logic connectio
ons to the power
p
part u
utilize Infine
eon’s PressFIT techno logy, which forms a
cold we
elded conne
ection and provides
p
sup
perior electrrical propertties and reliiability.
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4.

Insight into Operating Conditions

One main feature of the MIPAQ™ Pro is the ability to provide the customer with a deep
insight into the power semiconductor’s operating conditions. For enabling this feature,
sophisticated digital supervisory electronics has been implemented, which is based on an
industrial microcontroller. An overview on the implementation is given in Fig. 2.
Insight into the operating conditions is first of all provided by direct measurement of current,
DC-link voltage and NTC temperature of the power semiconductor section. Sophistication
comes in by utilization of the microcontroller capabilities, which digitizes the sensor signals
and allows adjusting the transfer functions.

Fig. 2. Simplified MIPAQ™ Pro block diagram

Furthermore, the MIPAQ™ Pro performs an in-situ IGBT and diode junction temperature
calculation based on the measured operating conditions. For this purpose, the MIPAQ™ Pro
measures current, voltage and NTC temperature and calculates the corresponding dynamic
and static losses in IGBT and diode accurately and synchronously to the switching operation.
The resulting dissipated power is then folded with the time-dependent thermal behavior of
the power section, described by the Zth matrix including cross-coupling between IGBT and
diode.
As a result, the customer controller can simply read out the calculated IGBT and diode
junction temperatures Tvj, which belong to the main dimensioning factors of every power
semiconductor. The direct availability of the junction temperatures allows the customer on
the one hand an accurate verification of the dimensioning of the system and on the other
hand a supervision of the performance during operation in the application while allowing an
optimum time to market.
As indicated in Fig. 3, the MIPAQ™ Pro provides direct feedback to the system controller for
current, voltage and temperature, as well as error information by electrical signals.
Furthermore, digital feedback on all other parameters described is provided via a Modbus
interface.
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5.

Smart Protection

Based on the insight into the operating conditions, the MIPAQ™ Pro monitors and ensures
operation within the specified limits of each monitored parameter, e.g. current, voltage and
especially the calculated IGBT and diode junction temperatures.
For this purpose, warning limits and shutdown limits have been defined for each parameter
observed and are stored in the microcontroller as parameter sets. Before reaching the
operation limits, the MIPAQ™ Pro issues a warning signal to the customer’s application,
indicating a situation close to the specification limits and enabling the superordinated control
to return to the safe operating area. Should even the shutdown limit be exceeded, the
MIPAQ™ Pro shuts down operation, it blocks the PWM signals, and thereby avoids
destruction. This feature is especially useful during the design-in phase when the inverter’s
operation limits are still being explored. During operation in the field on offshore wind farms
where service is extraordinary costly, a shutdown prior to destruction is mandatory.

Fig. 3.

Improved Warning and Error handling of a Power Stage using digital signal processing.

The warning and shutdown levels can be adjusted by the customer to keep the degree of
freedom to adapt the system to individual requirements.
The overall warning and error handling is depicted in Fig. 3. Besides this general smart
protection scheme, a number of additional protection measures were taken care of.
An advanced overvoltage protection was implemented with a low-tolerance static limit
enabling high DC-link voltages and a dynamic feedback loop to the gate for a fast limitation
of overvoltages and protection from overvoltage destruction during commutation at IGBT turn
off. The working principle is shown in a measurement in Fig. 4 for the case of dynamic
protection. The bias to the gate slows down the switching process, limiting the overvoltage to
safe values. This type of protection is especially important for low junction temperatures and
low currents, e.g. during start-up, where IGBT switching is naturally faster and where
additional switching losses are acceptable. For operating conditions at the upper limits of
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current and tempe
erature, the
e advanced
d overvolta
age protection is not active so that the
maximu
um output power is not affected.

(c)

G
Gate

(a)
(b)

Voltage
e

Curren
nt

Fig. 4. A
Advanced ove
ervoltage pro
otection dem onstrating (a
a) the feedba
ack impact too the gate, (b
b)
reduction
n of switching speed du/d
dt and (c) the
e limitation of
o the overvoltage peak.

Special care was put into the
e timing of the protection function
ns. The buiilt-in current sensor
providess a rise time
e of <2.5 µs
s and the cu
urrent sensing and eva
aluation chaain is fast en
nough to
shut down in ov
vercurrent conditionss. Additiona
ally, IGBT desaturattion monito
oring is
impleme
ented for sh
hutting dow
wn in short-ccircuit conditions and the MIPAQ™
™ Pro is ca
apable of
sustainiing a short circuit duration of 10µss. The shutd
down of ove
er- and shoort-circuit cu
urrents is
done by a soft shutdown procedure ta
aking care of overvoltage proteection durin
ng these
exceptio
onal cases. Furthermore, the so
oft shutdow
wn can be activated by the cus
stomer’s
controlle
er for opera
ation close to
t the DC-lin
nk voltage limit.
l

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. D
Demonstration of read-outs from the M
MIPAQ™ Pro
o

The Tvj calculation supervision
n allows op
peration up to and inclu
uding junctiion tempera
atures of
the nom
minally chip rating of 150°C. For e
enabling this, the warn
ning limit iss slightly be
elow and
the shu
utdown limit is at this
s value. Th
he Tvj calcu
ulation itself is perform
med once per ms,
allowing
g a close observatio
on and fasst reaction to temperature rise
es during overload
o
conditio
ons, e.g. driv
ve start-up or LVRT in wind applic
cations.
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A demonstration of the MIPAQ™ Pro read-outs for the example of a warning due to high
voltage is shown in Fig. 5: (a) RBSOA diagram with warning- (blue) and shutdown limits
(red). The dot shows the actual point of operation, which is chosen to be above the warning
limit and below the shutdown limit. The graph in (b) depicts current, voltage and IGBT
junction temperature as a function of time. The status bar (c) indicates the warning due to the
fact that the voltage exceeded the warning limit.

6.

Communication

The MIPAQ™ Pro communication concept is sketched in Fig. 6 demonstrating the example
of two paralleled IPMs in a phase leg connected to the system controller. A service and
diagnosis box is connected to the last slave IPM. The figure demonstrates that the system
controller only needs to connect to the MIPAQ™ Pro acting as master, facilitating the designin of paralleled MIPAQ™ Pro and eliminating the necessity for a paralleling board.

Fig. 6. Communication concept sketched for one phase in a parallelization of 2 MIPAQ™ Pro. The
remaining available slave connector can be used to connect a diagnosis box.

As physical master interface to the customer’s application, the MIPAQ™ Pro provides a male
25- pole sub-D connector. A 25- pole sub-D female connector is provided as slave interface
for a paralleled MIPAQ™ Pro in a daisy chain.
The master connector includes the PWM inputs for high- and low-side power switches,
electrical sensor feedback to the customer for voltage, current and temperature as well as
electrical error signals for warning and shutdown events.
For access to the digital functions, the master connector additionally includes a RS485
interface with Modbus-RTU protocol. This Modbus interface allows extended digital access to
sensor and status information, like average and peak values of AC current, DC-link voltage,
NTC- and calculated IGBT junction temperature, more detailed warnings and error
information.
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For ena
abling a retroactive ana
alysis of the
e cause for a shutdown or failure eevent, the MIPAQ™
M
Pro logs key operating conditions like ccurrent, volttage and IG
GBT junctioon temperatture and
counts exception cases
c
in an
n included d
data loggerr. The data logging is performed on a µs
scale fo
or the last 10ms in a ring buffe
er and the recorded data
d
is frozzen upon a failure
conditio
on for read-o
out. Fig. 7 shows
s
a vis ualization of
o the data lo
ogger conteent after rea
ad-out.

Fig. 7. V
Visualization of
o the data lo
ogger read-o
out after an overtemperat
o
ure conditionn resulted in a
shutdow
wn.

The slave connector can be used
u
as serrvice interfa
ace even du
uring operattion in order to gain
access to the information on operating cconditions and the data logger oor in order to
t easily
adjust w
warning and
d shutdown levels. In a paralleled
d connection, this optioon refers to
o the last
slave co
onnector in a paralleled
d leg which is always available.
a

7.

A
Applicattion Refle
ected De
esign

When d
defining stan
ndard comp
ponents forr a wide ran
nge of applications, on e of the challenges
is to refflect individ
dual require
ements from
m all of the
ese applicattions with a sensitive balance
between
n efforts forr supporting
g one indiviidual applic
cation and correspondi
c
ing costs which
w
are
not utilizzed by the other applications. Fo
or the MIPA
AQ™ Pro, special
s
caree was taken in this
disciplin
ne.
For win
nd applications, a com
mmon des ign-limiting end custo
omer requirrement is the
t
lowvoltage ride-throug
gh (LVRT) capability, which typic
cally repres
sents an ovvercurrent condition
c
for the power con
nversion eq
quipment in
n the 20…1
100ms rang
ge. In the MIPAQ™ Pro,
P
this
capabiliity is taken care of by the
t design o
of the incorrporated pro
otection fun ctions. As real-time
r
junction
n temperatu
ure calculation and mo
onitoring is performed at high saampling rate
e, smart
protectio
on against IGBT over-ttemperature
e is offered during LVR
RT.
In solarr application
ns, especia
ally high DC
C-link voltag
ges can occur during no-load conditions.
As a co
onsequence
e, the overv
voltage pro
otection of the
t
high-po
ower IPM iss not allowe
ed to be
triggere
ed during the high-v
voltage no -load cond
dition. The
e MIPAQ™
™ Pro’s ad
dvanced
overvolttage protec
ction uses a novel a pproach to
o provide a robust dyynamic ove
ervoltage
protectio
on during operation while
w
allow
wing a low-ttolerance – and thereefore large - static
overvolttage protec
ction level.
Large d
drives usually require operation
o
m odes, in wh
hich it must be possiblee for the eq
quipment
operato
or to shut do
own the driv
ving torque in a safe wa
ay (Safe To
orque Off, S
STO). This condition
c
is descrribed in the
e standard IEC 61800
0-5-2 and SIL
S levels according too IEC 6150
08 apply,
involving redundan
nt shutdown
n paths and
d additional sensing pa
aths. Thesee redundancies can
require additional external
e
pow
wer contacttors, which represent a significantt contributio
on to the
overall system cos
sts. For such applicattions, the MIPAQ™
M
Pro is prepaared to sup
pport the
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STO case by a separate voltage input via the logic connector. In that way, the customer’s
application can shut down the power supply for the IGBT driver core independently of
canceling the PWM signals. At the same time, the digital supervisory electronic remains in
operation and allows a confirmation of the shutdown. This concept is designed in accordance
with the cited standards and conforms up to SIL level 2, thereby allowing a reduction of the
system costs by removing the additional contactor in the load path.
A more commercial aspect addresses protection against copy-cats and securing the postsale service business for the MIPAQ™ Pro’s customer. For the first, special means are
employed to prevent copying the MIPAQ™ Pro. The customer’s post-sale business can be
secured by an integrated security chip from Infineon’s family OPTIGA™ Trust, which allows
the customer’s application to optionally apply state-of-the art authorization techniques. Thus,
the customer has the option to verify on the one hand, that the application works with original
MIPAQ™ Pro products only and on the other hand that it works with customer-supplied
MIPAQ™ Pro only. In this way, an unauthorized exchange of genuine MIPAQ™ Pro can be
prevented in the end user application by the customer according to his business model.

8.

Summary

The MIPAQ™ Pro demonstrates how the customer’s requirements can be realized when
increasing power from the kW to the MW regime. For this purpose, an outstanding feature
set was defined and implemented, addressing the need for modular power units, fast and
simple design-in as well as insight into operating conditions and smart protection.
The approach to use fully tested and qualified high-power IPMs as building blocks for MW
applications enables a short time to market for the customer.
Several aspects have been considered supporting a tremendously simplified design-in at the
customer. The inverter power level is easily scalable by paralleling without additional cabling
efforts in the customer’s application due to the master/slave concept. The level of insight into
the operating conditions especially focusing on the junction temperature calculation
combined with monitoring and smart protection allows the customer to precisely verify the
inverter dimensioning while giving feedback in overload situations and avoiding destruction.
At the same time, the MIPAQ™ Pro allows to adapt the system to individual requirements by
adjustable warning and shutdown levels or by optionally making use of the security functions.
Special support for wind, solar and large drive applications is offered by the design-in of
corresponding functionalities into the MIPAQ™ Pro offering cost and effort benefits on
system level.
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